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FORESTS

 Support to member States 
in the implementation of 
the Agenda  2030 and 
SDGs as they relate to 
forests

Forest Policy Dialogue and Advice
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 UNFF12 - a joint statement 
with Forest Europe on the 
importance of longstanding 
partnerships in the Pan-
European to strengthen 
technical and policy work.



FORESTS

Forest Policy Dialogue and Advice
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 Las2017 - joint session of the COFFI 
and EFC in Warsaw in Nov 2017
 More than 280 participants
 Warsaw Integrated Programme of 

Work 2018-21 of COFFI and EFC, 
including new Terms of References of 
the Joint Working Party and Team of 
Specialists (ToS) adopted 



FORESTS

Forest Policy Dialogue and Advice
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 Marianske Lazne +70 and Roundtable on Forest Certification

 Regional Forum on Sustainable

Development in the ECE region

 Ministerial Roundtable on Forest Landscape

Restoration and the Bonn Challenge in the 

Caucasus and Central Asia 

(21-22 June 2018, Astana, Kazakhstan)



FORESTS

 Mid- Term Review 
of the RAP

Forest Policy Dialogue and Advice
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 Forests and Water: Valuation 
and Payments for Forest 
Ecosystem Services



FORESTS

Mid-term review of the Rovaniemi
Action Plan  
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FORESTS

 Rovaniemi Action Plan proposes to achieve its overall goal, “the 
greatest possible contribution of the forest sector to the green 
economy”, by 2020.

 It recommends the COFFI and the EFC to “monitor progress of 
the forest sector towards a green economy and prepare, as a 
part of its integrated Programme of Work, a report on “the 
Forest Sector in a Green Economy in the ECE region””.

 The need for the RAP mid-term review was reiterated by the 
Forest Policy Network, which provided guidance to the work

 The mid-term review benefitted also from the guidance of the 
ECE/FAO Working Party on Forest Statistics, Economics and 
Management in 2017.

Mandate
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Methodology and timeline
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FORESTS

E-mail to 
stakeholders

Voluntary
submissions

deadline

Work on received material

Reach out to stakeholders and analysis of inputs

Workshop –
review of draft

report, 
recommendations

Drafting of the report

First draft of the 
report prepared

WP 
recommendations7 June 2017

30 Sep 2017
31 Jan 2018

10 Feb 2018

13 -14 Feb
2018

Working
Party  22 –

23 Mar 2018

Cut off date for 
accepting inputs



FORESTS

 Mid -Term Review Report
 Summary of regional progress towards 

implementation of each pillar based on 
voluntary contributions 

 Overview of the implementation of the 
RAP by the Joint Section

 Outcome from the mid-term review 
workshop on the priorities for the 
remaining implementation period and 
future action for the forest sector in a 
green economy

 Recommendations from the ECE/FAO 
Working Party

Expected Outputs
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 “RAP mid-term review” webpage
 Voluntary contributions as provided by member States and other 

stakeholders 

 Status of the RAP implementation by the ECE/ FAO Forestry and 
Timber Section

 Mid-term review report

Expected Outputs cont.
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 The secretariat presented
 The summary of contributions
 The status of implementation 

by the Joint Section

 Discussions covered
 Identification of priority actions for the further 

implementation of the RAP under each pillar. 
 The secretariat’s role to support the implementation of the 

priority actions. 
 The links between the RAP, the SDGs, the Global Forest Goals

and the Paris Agreement.
 Development of recommendations for future action of the 

forest sector in a green economy. 

Workshop 13 - 14 February  2018
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 Activities under 4 categories 
contributed to 39 RAP actions
 Publications

 Intergovernmental meetings, policy and market dialogues

 Communication activities

 Workshops

Implementation by the ECE/FAO 

Forestry and Timber Section
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Publications (14)

Forest Products Annual Market Review 
(FPAMR)

Joint Wood Energy Enquiry + Database

The Value of Forests, Payments for 
Ecosystem Services in a Green Economy

Forest Resource Assessment + Database

Forests in the ECE Region

Contributions to Environmental Performance 
Reviews of four countries

Promoting sustainable building materials and 
the implications on the use of wood in 
buildings

Pilot project on the System for the Evaluation 
of the Management of Forests (SEMAFOR)

Wood Energy in the ECE region

Forests and Water: Valuation and Payments 
for Forest Ecosystem Services + Database

Study on Forest Sector Workforce

Study on Green Jobs in the Forest Sector

Mid-term review of the Rovaniemi Action 
Plan

Outlook Study

Workshops (14)
UNDA project "Sustainable Forest Management for 
Greener Economies in the Caucasus and Central 
Asia" 

Contribution to the Forest Europe Workshop on 
Green Economy and Social Aspects of Sustainable 
Forest Management

Workshop on Forest Products Statistics for National 
Statistical Correspondents

Capacity-building for national reporting under JFSQ, 
JWEE, FRA and pan-European reporting

More Heat with Less Wood

Forest Products Markets and Forest Sector 
Workforce in the Balkans

Threats to sustainability of the Forest Sector 
Workforce

Meetings of the Intersecretariat Working Group on 
Forest Sector Statistics

Bioenergy from the Forest Sector - Capacity Building 
for Information

Measuring the Value of Forests in a Green Economy

Forests, water and ecosystem services

UNDA project “Accountability Systems for 
Sustainable Forest Management in the Caucasus 
and Central Asia"

Promoting Green Jobs in the Forest Sector

National Wood Resource and Product Balances 

Intergovernmental meetings, 
policy and market dialogues (4)

Committee and Commission session 
market and other panel discussions

Joint Sessions of COFFI and EFC: 
Integrated Programme of Work 
2014-2017; Warsaw Integrated 
Programme of Work 2018-2021

National Forest Policy Dialogue, 
Ukraine

Roundtable on Forest Certification

Communication Activities (6)

International Day of Forests (21 
March)

Video "Forests in the ECE Region: 
Trends and Challenges in Achieving 
the Global Objectives on Forests"

3rd European Forest Week 
(Switzerland)
4th European Forest Week (Poland)

Video "More Heat with Less Wood"

Press releases

Articles
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RAP mid-term review discussion
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 Low number of inputs to the mid-term 
review. 

 Participants noted 
 Although many of their activities could be 

considered as contribution to the 
implementation of the RAP, it was difficult to 
provide input to the mid-term review process 
given the many actors involved at the 
national level and the lack of a formal 
reporting mechanism. 

 Although activities were not initiated to 
implement the RAP, they were aligned with 
its objectives and thus supported its 
implementation. 



FORESTS

Activities implemented by the FTS

 Publication SP-37: "Forests in the ECE region: Trends and Challenges in 
Achieving the Global Objectives on Forests", 2015

 Publication DP-66: "Pilot project on the System for the Evaluation of the 
Management of Forests (SEMAFOR)", 2017

 FRA, pan-European reporting

 Implementation of the 10th tranche UNDA project "Accountability 
Systems for Sustainable Forest Management in the Caucasus and Central 
Asia"

Workshop Outcome - priorities
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Pillar A: Sustainable production and consumption of forest products 

A.3.1 Generate information and data to support effective forest planning, including through 
national forest inventories 
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Activities implemented by the FTS 

 Publication SP-38: “Promoting sustainable building materials and the 
implications on the use of wood in buildings”, 2016

 FRA and pan-European reporting on carbon stocks in forests and harvested 
wood products. 

Workshop Outcome - priorities
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Pillar B: The low carbon forest sector 

B.1.4. Promote the use of wood in construction. Compare national experiences with the 
use of different benchmarks, policy measures and legal frameworks. Establish targets for 
the use of wood in construction. 

B.3.1 Bring together science and policy, for instance at a conference on the Adaptation of 
Forests and Forest Management to Changing Climate in the ECE region, to review 
progress since the global conference on the same topic in 2008. 

B.4.2. Improve national forest inventories and monitoring of carbon stocks in forests and 
harvested wood products, for instance by developing and/or improving national 
greenhouse gas inventories, combined with forest inventories. 
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No activities implemented by the FTS 

Workshop Outcome - priorities
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Pillar C: Decent green jobs in the forest sector 

C.3.1. Develop and share best practice for environmentally efficient, productive, safe and 
sustainable forest operations. 

C.4.1. Monitor and analyse at the policy level the impact of green economy policy on 
employment in the forest sector, possibly with a cross-sectoral approach. 
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Activities implemented by the FTS

 Publication SP-34: “The Value of Forests, Payments for Ecosystem 
Services in a Green Economy”, 2014

 Publication: "Forests and Water: Valuation and Payments for Forest 
Ecosystem Services"  (Study to be released in 2018)

 The pan-European reporting includes regular reporting on ecosystem 
services.

Workshop Outcome - priorities
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Pillar D: Long term provision of Forest Ecosystem Services 

D.2.1. Review and share experience on payment for forest ecosystem services, notably 
enabling conditions for PES and monitor progress, taking into account existing material 
(e.g. SoEF 2011) and identifying implications for PES design and implementation. 
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Activities implemented by the FTS 

 Publication DP-66: "Pilot project on the System for the Evaluation of the 
Management of Forests (SEMAFOR)", 2017

 UNDA project "Sustainable Forest Management for Greener Economies in the 
Caucasus and Central Asia" (2013-2015)

 UNDA project “Accountability System for Sustainable Forest Management in the 
Caucasus and Central Asia”

 Capacity building for national reporting under: JFSQ; JWEE; FRA and pan-
European reporting

Workshop Outcome - priorities
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Pillar E: Policy development and monitoring of the forest sector in 
relation to a green economy 

E.0.4. Develop the capacities (skills, information, institutions, etc.) of all stakeholders 
(workforce, private sector, administrations, etc.) to implement sustainable forest management, 
and forest protection and monitor progress in its implementation. 

E.2.2. Develop the capacity of all countries so that they can make available usable data for all 
indicators for sustainable forest management. 
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Activities implemented by the FTS 

 IDF 2014 "Forest for Fashion", IDF 2015 "Forests for Food – Food for Forests", 
IDF 2016 "Forests and Water", IDF 2017 "Forests and Energy".

 Video "Forests in the ECE Region: Trends and Challenges in Achieving the Global 
Objectives on Forests", 2015

Workshop Outcome - priorities
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Pillar E: Policy development and monitoring of the forest sector in 
relation to a green economy 

E.4.1. Improve the sector’s capacity to communicate, by developing national and international 
communications, capacities and funding, and sharing experience.  

E.5.4: Establish cross-sectoral working groups, develop contacts with other green economy 
sectors, and share experience (also international) and identify success factors. 
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 Rovaniemi Action Plan is a relevant tool for the 
forest sector in a green economy because most of  
its objectives are long term objectives for the 
forest sector.

 there is a need for a guiding tool for the sector 
“such as the RAP” in the future.

 Options for addressing the future:
 Revision and update of the RAP
 New tool based on RAP
 Completely new tool

Workshop Outcome
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 The work on the future tools or initiatives for the sector 
should: 
 Include more actions on the promotion, 

communication and collaboration with 

other sectors on substantive topics 

 Have a stronger link to the international 

political context (e.g. SDGs).

 Be updated to reflect and focus on the latest economic, social 
and political trends (e.g. employment trends, gender).

 Define clearer reporting procedures.

Workshop Outcome cont. 
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 The outcome of the mid-term review workshop was 
presented to the Forest Policy Network, 

 The results of its discussion will be conveyed to the 
Working Party by the ToS leader

 The recommendations from the Working Party will be 
included in the RAP mid-term report and followed by 
secretariat under guidance of the Forest Policy Network

Follow up
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 The Working Party is invited to:
 Provide guidance and advice to the ToS on Forest Policy on the 

priorities of its proposed work;

 Provide guidance on the creation of a European forest 
partnership on a voluntary basis to improve coordination and 
cooperation between international organisations in Europe 
(RAP E.1.3);

 Provide guidance and advice on how the secretariat could 
support national implementation of the 2030 Agenda within 
the scope of WIPoW, and contribute to the implementation of 
the UNFF Strategic Plan.

Questions for guidance and discussion
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F O R E S T S

Alicja Kacprzak

Forestry Officer 

UNECE/FAO Forestry and Timber Section

22-23 March 2018, Geneva

Thank you!


